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The compactization of a single DNA molecule in polyethylene glycol~PEG! solution was
investigated both theoretically and experimentally. A theory is proposed taking into account the
polyelectrolyte effect and redistribution of PEG within DNA coils. This approach makes it possible
to describe the dependence of critical value,c, of PEG concentration at the point of DNA collapse
on the degree of PEG polymerization,P, and on the concentration of low-molecular salt,ns .
Observation of single DNA molecule in solution of PEG has been carried out by means of
fluorescence microscopy which allows one to observe the conformation of individual DNA directly.
Direct evidence that the coil–globule transition of DNA occurs as first order phase transition was
obtained. It was confirmed that the critical concentration of PEG decreases with an increase of the
degree of PEG polymerization and salt concentration. The width of the coexistence region of coil
and globule was found to be dependent on salt concentration and degree of polymerization of PEG.
It was found that DNA undergoes re-entrant globule–coil transition in concentrated solution of
high-molecular weight PEG. These experimental results correspond well to the theoretical
predictions. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of the collapse of DNA macromo
ecules in an aqueous solution of polyethylene glycol~PEG!
has been discovered by Lerman.1 It was shown that DNA
coils swollen in water shrink abruptly when a suitabl
amount of PEG is added to the solution. Since that time th
effect attracted considerable attention both from
experimentalists1–3 and theoreticians4–8 because of its funda-
mental significance and important applicability for molecula
biology.

The general physical explanation of DNA collapse i
PEG solutions is very simple. The contacts between DN
and PEG are considered to be thermodynamically unfav
able. Therefore the solvent quality for DNA becomes poor
upon the addition of PEG, that is, the effective attractio
between the segments of DNA macromolecule increases.
a result, at some critical concentration of PEG the abru
contraction of DNA coil occurs~coil–globule transition!.
The theoretical consideration of collapse of DNA has bee
developed in Refs. 4–8, analogously to the theory of co
globule transition in the solutions of neutral macromolecule
~see Refs. 9 and 10!.

However, it is well-known that for the other problems o
statistical physics of macromolecules, the presence of eve
small fraction of charged links drastically changes the pictu
of conformational transitions.11,12 This should be especially

a!Permanent address: Nesmeyanov Institute of Organoelement Compou
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important for DNA macromolecules, because they ar
strongly charged in aqueous solutions. We have found on
one paper, namely Ref. 6, where the fact that DNA coils a
polyelectrolytes is explicitly taken into account. The corre
sponding theoretical analysis involves the consideration
Donnan equilibrium between the interior of the DNA coil
and the outside solution. However, another important facto
namely the difference in PEG concentration inside DNA
coils in comparison with that in the outer solution, was prac
tically not taken into account in Ref. 6. On the other hand
from our experience in the theory of the collapse of polyelec
trolyte networks,11,12we know that this factor is very essen-
tial and its accounting leads to drastic changes in the tran
tion behavior. This was in fact initial motivation for the
present study; we have discovered that our present und
standing of the collapse phenomenon in other polyelectroly
systems11–13 ~mainly in polyelectrolyte gels! does not corre-
late with the older theories of DNA collapse. One of the aim
of the present work is thus to develop the simple theory o
DNA collapse, taking into account the factors which play th
most important role in the related problems of the collapse
polyelectrolyte gels and polyelectrolyte flexible macromol
ecules.

In the next section we will derive the free energy o
DNA coils in PEG solutions. The results of the calculation
for DNA collapse transition are presented in Sec. III.

Recently we have published the result on the direct o
servation of DNA collapse in PEG solution by using fluores
cence microscopy.14 Observation of the conformational
changes of individual DNA has given the direct evidence o

nds,
.
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6596 Vasilevskaya et al.: Collapse of single DNA molecule
the discrete character of coil–globule transition. Before t
study, it had been obscure whether the coil–globule tran
tion of DNA is discrete or diffuse, since under use of anoth
methods, such as light scattering or viscosity measurem
the values of radius of gyration, for example, were obtain
as averaging over ensemble of the molecules~see Ref. 15!.
In the present paper we have extended the experimen
know the dependence of critical PEG concentration at
transition pointc on the degree of PEG polymerizationP
and on the concentration of low-molecular salt. These
perimental results are presented in Sec. IV, where the co
parison with theoretical results of Sec. III is given as we
The comparison shows, in particular, that to understand
perimental results it is necessary to take into account so
specific features of the behavior of PEG in aqueous so
tions.

II. FREE ENERGY OF DNA IN AQUEOUS PEG
SOLUTIONS

We will consider DNA macromolecules as a long sti
polyelectrolyte chain with a persistent flexibility mechanism
Let us suppose that this chain is immersed in the solution
linear flexible polymer~i.e., PEG! and low-molecular salt.

Following the approach used in our theory of collapse
polyelectrolyte networks,12 we divide the total volume of the
system into two parts, the volume occupied by DNA coil a
the external polymer solution~see Fig. 1!. Flexible ~PEG!
chains can penetrate inside DNA coils but their concentrat
in this region is different from that in the external solutio
To describe DNA collapse we will write the free energy o
DNA and free energy of external solution. The equilibriu
size of the DNA coil will be determined from the conditio
of the minimum free energy.

Let us introduce the following notation:N is the total
number of Kuhn segments of lengthl andd is the character-
istic diameter of DNA double-helical chain. As to PEG mo
ecules, we will assume that they are flexible and have
degree of polymerizationP. To consider the effect that DNA
macromolecules are strongly charged, let us denote the n
ber of charges per DNA chain asQ. Of course,Q counteri-
ons should be also present in the vicinity of each DNA c
to compensate its charge.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of conformation DNA in a solution
PEG. The broken line indicates the effective volume of the DNA;~a! regime
of good compatibility;~b! regime of perfect segregation.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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The free energy of DNA coil,F, can be written as a sum
of three terms~cf. Refs. 11 and 12!,

F5Fmix1Fel1F tr , ~1!

whereFmix describes the free energy of mixing of DNA and
linear polymer,Fel describes the elastic part of the free en-
ergy for DNA chains, andF tr is the translational entropy of
small ions in the system~i.e., counterions and ions of low-
molecular salt!. Of course, direct electrostatic interactions
between charged species should be also taken into accou
however, as it has been shown in Ref. 12 the direct electr
static contribution to the free energy is always negligible in
comparison withF tr . Direct calculations show that this is
true for the present case as well.

To write down the termFmix we will use the Flory–
Huggins lattice model,

Fmix

kT
5FFP

P
ln

FP

P
1~12F2FP!ln~12F2FP!

1xNPFFP1xNSF~12F2FP!

1xPSFP~12F2FP!G• Vd3 , ~2!

whereT is the temperature,k is the Boltzmann constant,V is
the volume of the DNA coil, andd is the elementary spacing
in the Flory–Huggins model which was defined to be equa
to the width of the DNA Kuhn segment. In Eq.~2! F is the
volume fraction of DNAmonomer links inside the DNA coil,
andFP is the volume fraction of PEG molecules; due to the
incompressibility condition, the volume fraction of the sol-
vent is thus equal to 12F2FP . The valuesx i j ( i , j
5N,P,S! are the Flory–Huggins interaction parameters be
tween DNA chains (N), PEG molecules (P), and solvent
molecules (S). Of course, Eq.~2! is based on a very simpli-
fied model. However, any other equations of state for poly
mer solution can be used instead of Eq.~23!; this will not
change the main qualitative results. Therefore we prefer
remain within the Flory–Huggins approach which is mos
familiar to polymer physics.

Following Ref. 10 the elastic free energyFel can be writ-
ten in the form

Fel

kT
5
3

2
•S a21

1

a2D , ~3!

wherea is the expansion factors of the DNA coil with re-
spect to its ideal size,R05N1/2l : a5R/R0 ~R being the
actual average size of the DNA coil!.

The first term in Eq.~3! is responsible for the entropy
loss of DNA coils when they expand with respect to the idea
size, while the second term describes the entropy chan
under strong contraction of the coils. The interpolation for
mula ~3! was first proposed in Ref. 16 and later successfull
used to describe the collapse of polymer gels. By taking int
account the following relationship:

F5
Nl/d
4
3pR

3
d35

Nld2

4
3pa3N3/2l 3

5
3d2

4pN1/2l 2a3 , ~4!

the formula forFel can be expressed as

f

, No. 16, 22 April 1995
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6597Vasilevskaya et al.: Collapse of single DNA molecule
Fel

kT
5
3

2
•F S 3d2

4pN1/2l 2F D 2/31S 4pN1/2l 2F

3d2 D 2/3G . ~5!

The expression forF tr representing the translational en
tropy of small ions can be written in the form

F tr

kT
5F SQdNl F1nsD lnSQdNl F1nsD1ns ln~ns!G• Vd3 ,

~6!

where the first term gives the translational entropy of cou
terions @it is easy to understand that the concentration
counterions inside the DNA coil is equal to (Qd/Nl)F/d3#
and the salt ions with the same positive sign~for simplicity
we assume that these ions are indistinguishable from
counterions!, while the second term describes the trans
tional entropy of the low-molecular salt ions of the oppos
sign. In Eq.~6! ns is the concentration of salt ions inside th
DNA coils in dimensionless units, i.e., the actual concent
tion is multiplied byb3, whereb is the characteristic size o
an ion.

In conformity with the above-stated assumption the fr
energy of the external solution~outside DNA coils! should
be written in the form

Fext

kT
5FFP

0

P
lnS FP

0

P D 1~12FP
0 !ln~12FP

0 !

1xPSF~12FP
0 !12ns

0 ln~ns
0!G•V8

d3
, ~7!

whereV8 is the volume of the solution outside the coil~the
limit V8@V is taken in the final formulas!, FP

0 andns
0 are the

PEG volume fraction and salt concentration in the outs
solution. We will assume here and below thatFP

0 andns
0 are

also average values for all solution which is the case if v
ume fraction occupied by DNA coils is very low.

Equilibrium values ofF, nS , andFP are determined by
the following three equilibrium conditions:11

~1! the equality of osmotic pressure,

2
F

V
1

]~F/V!

]F
F1

]~F/V!

]ns
ns1

]~F/V!

]FP
FP

~8!

52
Fext

V8
1

]~Fext/V8!

]ns
0 ns

01
]~Fext/V8!

]FP
0 FP

0 ;

~2! the equality of flexible polymer~PEG! chemical poten-
tials,

]~F/V!

]FP
5

]~Fext/V8!

]FP
0 ; ~9!

~3! the equality of low-molecular salt chemical potentials,

]~F/V!

]ns
5

]~Fext/V8!

]ns
0 . ~10!

By substituting Eqs.~1!–~7! into the conditions~8!–~10!
the following system of three equations is obtained:
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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F0
2/3F1/3d

Nl
2

F5/3d

F0
2/3Nl

1FS 12
Qd

Nl D 1~xNS1xPS2xNP!

3FFP12~ns2ns
0!1~FP2FP

0 !~121/P!

1 lnS 12F2FP

12FP
0 D 1xNSF

21xPS@FP
22~FP

0 !2#50,

~11!

1

P
• lnS FP

FP
0 D 2 lnS 12F2FP

12FP
0 D 2~xNS1xPS2xNP!F

12xPS~FP
02FP!50, ~12!

ln~ns!1 lnS ns1Qd

Nl
F D52• ln~ns

0!, ~13!

where

F05
3d2

4pN1/2l 2
. ~14!

This system is solved numerically for different values of
the parameters. The results of calculations are presented
the next section.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The mathematical analysis of systems~11!–~13! show
that, depending on the parameters of equations, the syste
has either one or three solutions; in the latter case only tw
solutions are of physical meaning, since the third solution
corresponds to the maximum of free energy. Nevertheless th
solutions with physical meaning~irrespective of number of
solutions! always obey two limiting situations. The first situ-
ation is the regime of good compatibility between PEG and
DNA @see Fig. 1~a!#. PEG molecules practically freely pen-
etrate inside the DNA coil, so that the composition of water/
PEG within the DNA coil is the same as the composition of
water/PEG in the external solution. In this regime DNA has
swollen coil conformation. It should be pointed out that ex-
istence of this regime is caused by the availability of free-
moving counterions creating osmotic pressure exertin
DNA. On the other hand, the presence of counterions lead
to the improvement of compatibility between two different
polymers since in the case of phase separation translation
loss is very high.13 The second limiting situation is the re-
gime of practically perfect segregation between the DNA
chain and PEG molecules;FP!FP

0 @see Fig. 1~b!#. PEG
molecules segregate from the DNA coil and impose addi
tional osmotic pressure which induces contraction of the
DNA to the globular state with an increase ofFP

0 . If systems
~11!–~13! have three solutions, the transition from first re-
gime to second one occurs as a phase transition with a di
crete jump in DNA size. The phase transition point is deter
mined according to the Maxwell rule.

Now let us discuss the results of numerical calculations
Clearly the exact shape of the curveF(FP

0 ! can be cal-
culated only with precise knowledge of values of all param-
eters of these equations. It is known from the literature tha
some of these parameters, for examplexPS, depend on the
, No. 16, 22 April 1995
ct. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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6598 Vasilevskaya et al.: Collapse of single DNA molecule
volume fraction of PEG and temperature~see e.g., Ref. 17!.
But to understand the most essential features of DNA in P
solutions we would like to discuss some limiting cases as
first step of theoretical analysis. Thus, let us suppose t
xPS5xNS50 because of good compatibility of DNA and
PEG with water at room temperatures.

Parameters which characterize DNA molecules we
chosen to be typical for the experimental investigation
DNA compactization. We took data from Refs. 5 and 1
reported to us that the radius of gyrationh of T2DNA
~M51.243108! in 0.2 M NaCl is equal to 2.5231024 cm.
Contour lengthLc of DNA can be roughly estimated a
Lc;Md/660 Å; thediameter of DNA double-helical chain
is aboutd;20 Å. Thus volume fractionF of DNA links
within the DNA coil can be estimated a
F;Lcd

2/h3;1024. We took for our calculations,
Nl/d5M /660;105, F0;N21/2;0.008,Qd/Nl50.1. Un-
der these values of parameters in the solution of lo
molecular salt with dimensionless concentrationns equal to
0.0054, the system of Eqs.~11!–~13! gives an equilibrium
value ofF approximately equal to 1024, i.e., we varied pa-
rametersQ andF0 to obtain a desirable value ofF. For the
case of NaCl, dimensionless concentration of saltnS50.0054
corresponds to 0.2 M. As for parameterxNP , it was chosen
as 0.4;xNP50.4.

In Fig. 2 the dependencies ofa5~F0/F!1/3 ~a! andFP

~b! on FP
0 for different values of the degree of polymeriza

tion P are presented. At small values ofP ~curve 1! the
regime of good compatibility is realized even at high valu
of FP

0 . In this case the DNA coil exhibits only a small de
crease of the size with an increase ofFP

0 . At higher values of
P ~curves 2–4!, systems~11!–~13! have three solutions and
curvea(FP

0 ! consists of the two parts with sharp transitio
between them; the first part corresponds to good compati
ity and swollen DNA coil; the second part describes com
pressed DNA and regime of perfect incompatibility. AsP
increases the point of transitionFP

cr shifts to smaller values
of F P

0 . At the end, in the case of very high values ofP PEG
and DNA are incompatible at all values ofFP

0 ~the system
has only the solution corresponding to perfect segregat
even at extremely small values ofFP

0 !. DNA contracts mo-
notonously and reaches a globular state at very low value
FP

0 . These results are natural since incompatibility of st
and flexible polymers is a well-known entropic effect,19 and
this effect becomes more pronounced as the degree of p
merization increases.

Figure 3 illustrates the influence of low-molecular sa
concentrationnS on a(FP

0 !. Here, the less the salt concen
tration, the higher the valueFP

cr at the transition point, and
the less the contraction of DNA before the discrete transit
into globule. This is due to the fact that the role of osmo
pressure of counterions of DNA molecules is relative
smaller in the presence of other small ions.

These theoretical results qualitatively coincide with th
experimental data reported in Refs. 1, 2, 5, and 20–
Namely, compactization of DNA is generated at sufficien
high values of degree of polymerizationP of PEG and low-
molecular salt concentrationnS . The transition point shifts to
lower values ofFP

0 with the increase ofnS .
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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Figure 4 illustrates quantitative comparison of our theo
retical results with experimental data and the theoretic
curve obtained in the framework of Frisch and Fesciya
theory ~see Ref. 6!. It should be pointed out that both the
experimental data and the theoretical curve~it is drawn as a
dashed line! are taken from the same paper.6 In Fig. 4, the
dependence of PEG critical concentration corresponding
DNA compactization on ionic strengthm is presented. This
dependence was obtained forl DNA with the molecular
weight M533107 in solution of PEG with the degree of
polymerizationP;100 and NaCl. Our calculations were
performed for the following parameters chosen to be in co
respondence with experimental conditions:Nl/d545 000;
P5100; xNP50.45; F050.01; Qd/Nl50.1. One can see

FIG. 2. Dependencies ofa ~a! andFp ~b! on Fp
0 at nS55.431023 and

P54(1), 60~2!, 150~3!, 450~4!, 2000~5!.
, No. 16, 22 April 1995
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that the theory proposed predicts more pronounced dep
dencec(m) which at low values ofm deviates strongly from
the nearly linear dependencec~m! obtained in Ref. 6; this
fact has better correlation with the experimental data. On
other hand, at high values ofm our theory predicts stronge
dependencec onm and lower critical valuec in comparison
with experimental data. It suggests that to describe the
pendencec~m! quantitatively it is necessary to take into ac
count also the nonzero values of the parametersxPS, xNS,
and additional factors such as condensation of counteri

FIG. 3. Dependencies ofa onFp
0 for P560 andnS51023 ~1!; 431023 ~2!;

1022 ~3!.

FIG. 4. Comparison of theoretical and experimental data. Dependenc
critical PEG concentrationc on ionic strengthm; closed circle, experimental
data from Ref. 6; dashed line, theoretical curve from Ref. 6; solid lin
theoretical curve calculated by Eqs.~11!–~13!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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which leads to a decrease of the effective charge of DNA
~parameterQ!. Besides, our experiments on direct observa-
tion of DNA conformation~see Sec. IV! show that at high
salt concentration the coexistence region of coil and globule
states is rather wide. Thus, the discrepancy between exper
mental and theoretical results at high salt concentration can
be explained by the fact that experimental determination of
the transition point is somewhat ambiguous. To conclude,
although the fit of experimental data of Ref. 6 to the theo-
retical predictions of the present paper shows rather strong
deviations, however, the qualitative behavior is described
quite satisfactory.

To obtain the experimental verification of theoretical re-
sults and to receive deeper insight into the features of DNA
coil–globule transition in PEG solution, we have carried out
an investigation of DNA conformation with fluorescence mi-
croscopy. In the next section we discuss the results of our
experimental exploration.

IV. EXPERIMENT

T4DNA ~M51.083108! was obtained from Takara
Shuzo Co., Ltd., and from Nippon Gene. PEG was partly
purchased from Kishida Chemical Co., Ltd., and in part was
gifted by Nihon Oils and Fats Co., Ltd., and it was used
without additional purification. The fluorescent dye,
48,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole ~DAPI!, and antioxidant,
2-mercaptoethanol~2-ME!, were purchased from Wako Pure
Chemical Industries, Ltd.

The sample solutions were prepared in accordance with
following procedure. At first, PEG was dissolved in distilled
water ~;55 °C!; then other components were added to the
aqueous solution of PEG on the following consequence:
DNA, DAPI, 2-ME, and NaCl. The final concentration of
DNA, DAPI, and 2-ME were kept constant in all experi-
ments; DNA in nucleotide, 0.6mM; DAPI, 0.6 mM; 2-ME,
4% ~v/v!. The concentrations of PEG and NaCl were ad-
justed as desired. The sample prepared stood still for 35 min
before direct investigation and then observations were car
ried out at room temperature~;20 °C! in buffer solution to
keeppH.

Fluorescence images of DNA molecules were observed
by use of Nikon TMD microscope equipped with a 1003
oil-immersed objective, and were recorded on videotapes
with a high sensitive Hamamatsu SIT TV camera~see Fig. 5,
I !. The data were analyzed with an image processor, Argus
10 ~Hamamatsu Photonics!.

To characterize the DNA sizes we have measured the
lengthL of long axis of DNA defined as the longest distance
in the outline of the DNA image. To find the distribution ofL
the values ofL were averaged over a hundred different mol-
ecules. In the region of coil–globule transition of DNA this
distribution has two maxima and it is this fact that proves
directly the discrete character of DNA conformational
transition.14

Figure 5 shows fluorescence images of the DNA mol-
ecule~I ! and the corresponding quasi-three-dimensional rep-
resentation~II !, whereI is the intensity of fluorescence light.
Given here are the imprints of DNA staying in coil~a!, glob-
ule ~c! conformation, and in the situation when both coil and

of

e,
, No. 16, 22 April 1995
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6600 Vasilevskaya et al.: Collapse of single DNA molecule
FIG. 5. Fluorescence images of T4DNA~A! and corresponding three-dimensional representation~B!. I is the intensity of fluorescence light;~a! coil
conformation;~b! coexistence of coil and globule conformation;~c! globule conformation.
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globule states coexist~b!. To make sure that each obstacle i
the fluorescence image actually represents the single D
molecules, we have integrated the intensity of fluoresce
light over individual obstacles. From this procedure, we ha
found that the total intensity of fluorescence light of sep
rated obstacles approximately~within experimental error
about 10%! equal to each other for different obstacles whic
show up DNA on coil and globule states. It confirms that w
really observe the compactization of single DNA molecule
and that the transition of DNA from coil to globule state i
not accompanied by the process of intermolecular aggre
tion.

Figure 6 shows the dependencies of DNA sizeL on the

FIG. 6. The dependencies of DNA long axisL on PEG concentration with a
different degree of polymerization;P5186 ~a!; 454 ~b!. Open circles indi-
cate the coil state; solid circles indicate the globule state.
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concentration of PEG of a different degree of polymeriz
tion. Since under high concentration of PEG the intermixi
of PEG, DNA, and other species is rather slow, we ha
prepared the mixed sample with gentle heating. Namely
mixed solution was kept at 55 °C for 15 min; then it sto
for 20 min at room temperature~;20 °C! before observa-
tion. In this experiment we used 10 mM tris-HCl buffer~pH
57.9!.

In the solution of PEG with a degree of polymerizatio
P5186, sharp first-order phase transition of DNA to th
globule state was observed at PEG concentrationc equal
approximately to 250 mg/ml@Fig. 6~a!#. In the case of longer
macromolecules of PEG with a degree of polymerizat
P5454, the DNAcollapse occurs at smaller values of PE
concentration;c;3 mg/ml @Fig. 6~b!#. This kind of experi-
mental trend coincides with previous experimen
data,6,20–22and theoretical results discussed in Sec. III.

Figure 6~b! has another interesting and striking featu
DNA returns to the expanded coil state at high values of P
concentration. This transition is realized also in a jumpli
manner as first order phase transition. To our knowledge
effect of re-entrant decollapse of DNA in concentrated P
solution has never been observed until now. Experime
methods used allows an estimate of the width of the reg
of the coexistence of coil and globule state; in this reg
distribution of the size of DNA coils has two maxima. On
can see that the region of coexistence of coil and glob
DNA is somewhat wider in the case of longer PEG mac
molecules. On the other hand, it is worthwhile to menti
that, with an increase of time the coexistence region beco
narrower in both cases; metastable coils and metastable g
ules gradually change to more stable globule and coil sta
respectively.

We also studied the dependence of critical PEG conc
trationc of the DNA collapse on the NaCl concentration. W
investigated DNA in solution of PEG with degree of pol
merizationP equal to 200 and of 10 mM phosphate buff
~pH57.2!. Obtained results are shown in Fig. 7; here the
retical dependence is given as well. The theoretical cu
was calculated by Eqs.~11!–~13! with the following values
, No. 16, 22 April 1995
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6601Vasilevskaya et al.: Collapse of single DNA molecule
of parameters: Nl/d5105; F050.008; Qd/Nl50.1;
xNP50.45. In this experiment we have determined the co
centration of NaCl at which DNA undergoes collapse in th
solution with given values of PEG concentration. To defin
critical concentration we obtained distribution DNA ove
length for different salt concentration. Critical concentratio
was estimated as concentration at which distribution of DN
over length has two maxima, i.e., coil and globule stat
coexist. At low PEG concentration region of salt concentr
tion where this distribution has two maxima is rather wide
the width of this region is indicated by horizontal bars. In th
case of higher PEG concentration a region of coexistence
coil and globule is rather small; its width is smaller than siz
of a printed circle. In correspondence with results of Sec. I
it was obtained that the more the salt concentration is the le
the value of PEG concentration at the point of DNA collaps
transition~compare Figs. 4 and 7!. The dependencec on salt
concentration was found to be rather strong at small valu
of NaCl concentration, and these experimental results a
consistent with theoretical calculations and experimen
data of Ref. 20. However, at high salt concentration, the fit
experimental data to the theoretical prediction is not satisfa
tory; theory gives smaller values of critical concentration
We have already discussed possible reasons for this diff
ence in Sec. III. In addition, just point out that the exper
mental ambiguity on the definition of the transition point o
the high values of NaCl concentration is rather high.

Thus experimental results on the dependence of DN
collapse on PEG and NaCl concentration are in good agr
ment with data discussed in Sec. III. As to the re-entra
transition of DNA from globule to coil state in the concen
trated solution of high-molecular weight PEG, this effect ca
be caused by the change ofxPSwith the increase ofFP

0 and

FIG. 7. The dependence of the critical concentrationc of PEG withP5200
on NaCl concentration; circle, experimental data; line, theoretical curve c
culated by Eqs.~11!–~13!. The horizontal bar at high concentrations of NaC
indicates the width of the coexistence region of coil and globule states a
fixed PEG concentration.
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nS ~or ionic strengthm!. The fact thatx parameters are not
constant is familiar to polymer science, for example, this is
the main feature of the so-called ‘‘new Flory theory.’’23

However, in the present case the dependence ofxPS on vari-
ous parameters should be very complex because in additio
to the usual dependence ofxPS on FP

0 we should take into
account the influence of polyelectrolyte~DNA and DAPI! on
xPS. Indeed, it is known that PEG is compatible with water
because in aqueous solution water molecules associate w
oxygen groups of PEG and form a solvation layer.24 This
layer is destroyed if a low-molecular electrolyte is added in
solution25–28 and compatibility of PEG and water becomes
poorer. One can expect that the similar effect is observed fo
PEG molecules near the DNA coil because DNA is a strong
polyelectrolyte. This effect can be taken into account by
simple renormalization of the parameter of the interaction o
PEG and water. Namely, we should introduce the additiona
parameter of interaction of PEG and water within the coil of
DNA which will be different fromxPS; xPS

in . xPS. The
tendency of destruction of the solvation layer for high
enough values of molecular weight between PEG can lead
the fact that the lower critical temperature of separation PEG
and water becomes lower than the room temperature; PE
and water become incompatible in the vicinity of DNA coil
at room temperatures. As soon as water and PEG are incom
patible PEG molecules will try to segregate from the regions
in the vicinity of DNA coils. Therefore, the osmotic pressure
of PEG will decrease drastically and DNA can undergo a
sharp reentrant decollapse. Thus, the PEG–water interactio
may be of crucial importance for the re-entrant decollaps
effect.

In fluorescence microscopy measurements we have us
DAPI as a dye strongly attached to DNA.29,30 Another im-
portant effect is that the complexation of the ions of DAPI
which contain two positively charged amidinium groups with
DNA induces the release of monovalent H1 counterions of
DNA to the external solution. The resulting gain in the trans-
lational entropy of these counterions is very high~cf. Refs.
12, 13!. Thus we should take into account this ion-exchange
reaction while describing the DNA immersed in the solution
containing DAPI and this can modify essentially the equa
tion obtained above.

Recently we have shown that availability of DAPI at the
concentration used in our experiment does not lead to chang
of DNA radius of gyration.31 Nevertheless its presence will
modify the parametersxPS, xNS, and xNP of interaction
between DNA, PEG, and water. In fact, the interaction of
PEG with DAPI seems to be very advantageous from th
energetic point of view because of the attraction betwee
oxygen groups of PEG and DAPI groups containing nitro-
gen. This effective attraction increases with the increase o
the degree of polymerization of PEG and of PEG concentra
tion FP

0 . At high values ofP andFP
0 it can lead to a con-

siderable effective decrease of binding constant betwee
DAPI and DNA. This factor may also contribute to the re-
entrant decollapse of DNA.

To make clear what is the main effect causing the re
entrant transition, additional experimental and theoretical ex

l-

t a
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6602 Vasilevskaya et al.: Collapse of single DNA molecule
ploration should be carried out. We are planning to perfo
such analysis in one of the forthcoming papers.
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